Seamen usually select popular routes according to navigational and hydrographical characteristics when passing through a strait with congested traffic. In order to minimise the possibility of collisions, Principal Fairways (PFs) are commonly used by sailors. It is essential to delineate PFs quantitatively and objectively for designing or refining routing measures. In this paper, a space use method found in habitat evaluation of wildlife is applied to extract PFs of ship passages through a strait. Compared with existing methods, the proposed method helps to identify cumulative activity patterns for ship groups derived from mass ship trajectories, and provides a clearer interpretation of shifting space-use patterns within strait corridors. Moreover, it gives a better insight for directional and seasonal factor for PFs in straits. Finally, this novel method is used to extract PFs in western Taiwan Strait and its adjacent sea. The results indicate that the proposed method is helpful to identify gaps between current ship routing system plan and cumulative activity patterns recognised by real ship trajectories.
Introduction
There were various traditional observations to extract shipping routes due to the application of Voice Radio Communication and Radar in tracking vessel in the 20th century (Schwehr, 2011) . Thousands of European antecedent voyages across the oceans were extracted from ship logbooks in the age of sail (Können and Koek, 2005) ; Radar data were implemented to create ship routing system of Dover Strait (Johnson, 1973) ; Global commercial ship lanes were abstracted by using of locations reported by 3374 voluntary observing ships in a period of 12 months (Halpern et al., 2008) . However, traditional records were just sparse samples and shipping traffic was not captured by these data. Fortunately, nearly all seagoing merchant ships and passenger ships are required to carry an Automatic Identification System (AIS) according to current mandates released by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). The wide deployment of AIS allows ships be tracked in 24 h per day. Meanwhile the emerging technology of space-based AIS provides a global coverage of the maritime domain including in the open sea (Guillarme and Lerouvreur, 2013) . Recent advances in ship tracking and telemetry technology help to collect the movement tracks more efficiently and accurately. The ship tracks have increased tremendously, and these advances have been accompanied by the development of new methods, which serve for marine transport planning especially in crowed shipping areas, such as straits.
Straits are shortcuts between two large water bodies. These passageways generally host large amounts of traffic volume with various directions. Thus, the risk of collision between ships is higher in straits than in other waterways (Klanac et al., 2010; Qu et al., 2011) . This congest situation will become even worse with the massive increase in global shipping. To minimise the possibility of collisions in ships passage straits, states bordering certain congested straits may create routing systems to separate vessels, control crossing and meeting situations. Developing ship routing schemes in congested straits have become an important topic in maritime transport, especially the straits heavily used for international navigation, such as the Dover Strait (Johnson, 1973; Squire, Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/oceaneng 2003) the Istanbul Strait (Aydogdu et al., 2012) , and the Malacca Strait (Qu et al., 2011; Zaman et al., 2014) . However, only 15 straits throughout the world have implemented Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) approved by the IMO (UKHO, 2012) . Vessels are required to follow certain sea lanes in those TSS areas. There are improvements for other straits on keeping ship traffic flows in good order. The selection and development of routing systems are the responsibility of maritime administrators. Within this context, such administrators should consider various factors, including the knowledge of Principal Fairways (PFs), existing navigation aids, the state of hydrographic surveys in the area and accepted standards of routing (IMO, 2003) . There are always attractive and popular routes accessible to sailors with respect to navigational and hydrographical characteristics through a given strait. PFs are the water areas commonly used by sailors and have a large traffic volume, which are believed to be the most economical sailing method. Thus they are empirically significant in recommended routes for sailors. In previous work involved ship routing system on straits (Aydogdu et al., 2012) , PFs (so-called main traffic flows) are subjectively selected based on mariners' experience, which is not quantitatively repeatable.
Perceiving how mobile objects move about space is a fundamental research question in Geographic Information Science, and there are many quantitative methods for analyzing movement data (Long and Nelson, 2012) . Of these, Origin-Destination matrices is arguably the most straightforward method to represent routes in a network (Christiansen et al., 2013) . It is also accepted in maritime/ ocean engineering literature. For example, Kaluza et al. (2010) extracted 490,517 routes linking 36,351 distinct pairs of OriginDestination in annual global AIS database to represent the global shipping network. Eight main Origin-Destinations were defined as main routes in the Istanbul Strait (Aydogdu et al., 2012) . However the method of Origin-Destination matrices only concerns the origin and destination of each movement but ignores the actual trajectories. One of the potential solution is Route Topology Modelling appliance, where routes are abstracted into a topology model composed of discrete legs, junctions, nodes and their associated attributions like urban road network (Oltmann, 2014) . However, the maritime environment remains an open space where navigation in any direction is allowed. Thus, the shipping network is rather different from the road network, which is known a priori to construct corresponding urban road topology (Tsatcha et al., 2014) .
It is important to keep in mind that in maritime/ocean engineering communities, the goal of sea-lanes identification is to preserve navigational safety rather than to port accessibility (Christiansen et al., 2013) . This is the reason why a manual strategy is adopted in fairways selection (Fowler and Sørgård, 2000; Montewka et al., 2012) . van Dorp and Merrick (2011) applied an automated filtering process to clean noisy routes and define ideal trajectories in simulator. Tzavella and Ulmke (2014) proposed a semi-automatic sea-lane extraction approach with particle filtering. Apart from manual, supervised and semi-automatic approach, there are other various unsupervised strategies of fairway extraction, such as image processing technique (Aarsaether and Moan, 2009) , shared nearest neighbour algorithm (Santos et al., 2012) , density-based clustering of ships' waypoints algorithm (Arguedas et al., 2014a,b; Pallotta et al., 2014 Pallotta et al., , 2013 . Those existing methods of ship route extraction just concern waypoints, then give a continuous line or labeled (clustered) track-lines set. Their results were representative of a sea-lane, but ignore the boundary and utilisation distribution of principal fairways. In terms of maritime corridors identification on the whole, it is clear that dedicated efforts should be directed to increase scientific understanding of PFs.
There is a wide variety of maritime quantitative methods focus on ship-ship collision risk assessment (Li et al., 2012) . The fundamental principles consist of finding a number of vessel conflicts in nautical traffic data (e.g. AIS, Radar) and assigning a probability to each of these conflicts. Many maritime accident risk model have been proposed, such as blind navigation collision candidates methods (Fowler and Sørgård, 2000; Goerlandt and Kujala, 2011; Montewka et al., 2012; Otto et al., 2002) , traffic simulation methods (Asmara et al., 2014; Blokus-Roszkowska and Smolarek, 2012; Goerlandt et al., 2012; van Dorp and Merrick, 2011) , traffic indices methods (Qu et al., 2011; Suman et al., 2012) , Bayesian networks methods , fuzzy methods (Sahin and Senol, 2015; Zaman et al., 2014) , evolutionary algorithms (Szlapczynski, 2013) , Ship Domain methods (Montewka et al., 2012) . Among them, Ship Domain methods were widely applied in the geometrical probability of encounter after the pioneering works of Fujii and Shiobara (1971) , Goodwin (1975) .
There are various definition of Ship Domain, such as a description based on characteristics of vessels engaged in emergency maneuvering (Montewka et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012) , an empirical domain based on AIS data , a dynamic quaternion model with fuzzy boundaries (Wang, 2013) . Meanwhile SD could be regarded as a factor for determining the width of a fairway . However, there is still highly uncertain in the definition of Ship Domain and vessel encounter Sormunen et al., 2014) .
The existing methods only provided low-level contextual information of PFs, such as waypoints through track-lines, and the direction on each leg. It indicates a need for next generation of quantitative method to discover high-level knowledge concerning capturing PFs boundaries and understanding changes in PFs over time. As such, we seek to answer the question: how to delineate the boundary of PFs (i.e. strait corridors) and recognise the importance of variations in the intensity of space-use within a PF. This paper is outlined as follows. The background and related work in ship movement tracks analysis are introduced in Section 1. Section 2 provides a brief overview of fundamental concepts of space-us, then introduces the material of AIS and bathymetric dataset. Section 3 elaborates the proposed method for delineating PFs. Section 4 illustrates how the space-use technique performance for its application on Taiwan Strait, and shows how to utilise the proposed method to identify gaps between current routing system plan and the extracted PFs. The application is used to guide a practical discussion of the usefulness of the space-use technique for PFs analysis in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion and provides some suggestions for future research applications of space-use techniques in maritime engineering.
Criteria and material
As discussed above, there are few algorithms about quantitative delineating PFs available in the scientific literature. PFs were always subjectively selected in previous routing scheme planning. In order to get a further understanding of PFs, nautical science maybe have a try to embrace other disciplines such as ecology and geography. So we develop a cross-disciplinary application of ecological methods found in habitat use of wild animal.
Criteria related to space use
To facilitate cross-disciplinary learning, we take a try to view PFs from the perspective of ecological discipline, especially review how habitat use is perceived in the wildlife ecology and obtain a new knowledge of PFs.
The base criteria of habitat use
Historically, animal space-use patterns have been described using a series of concepts, such as Utilisation Distribution, Home Range and Core Area. First let's briefly introduce some base criteria from movement ecology as below:
2.1.1.1. Utilisation distribution (UD). UD was formally defined as "the two-dimensional relative frequency distribution for the point of location of an animal over a period of time" (Winkle, 1975) . Thus UD is a concept describing the intensity that an animal uses a certain geographical location in a form of probability density surface. And the intensity could be represented as "the relative amount of time that an animal spends in any place" (Seaman and Powell, 1996) .
2.1.1.2. Home range. Wildlife ecology researchers believe that individual animals restrict their movements to finite areas and each wild animal has a Home Range, which defines the spatial area occupied by an individual during its day-to-day activities (Burt, 1943) . Thus Home Range is a concept that attempts to describe the spatial context of an animal's behaviour and its boundaries are delineated by contour lines (i.e. isopleths) based on UD. For density based methods like Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), the 95% Isopleths Volume (IV) of UD is accepted for delineating the boundaries of Home Range (Kernohan et al., 2001; Vander Wal and Rodgers, 2012; Zhang et al., 2013) .
2.1.1.3. Core area. Seaman and Powell (1990) defined Core Area as "the core of a Home Range". Vander Wal and Rodgers (2012) further refined the definition of Core Area as "the area within which an individual spends a maximum amount of time", also proposed that there was an exponential relationship between UD volume and percentage of its corresponding Home Range, then supposed that Core Area could be "delineated using a timemaximising function derived from kernel analyses". Harris et al. (1990) concluded that core areas may be "useful in understanding the behaviour of an animal, by providing a clearer interpretation of shifting patterns of use within a home range, and allowing better insight into intra-specific and inter-specific patterns of area use".
The combination of location data and kernel Home Range estimators have produced widely accepted and intuitive interpretations of a Home Range as a probability density surface (i.e. UD), depicting the likelihood that any point in space was going to be occupied by the animal of interest at any given time (Kie et al., 2010) . Although Downs et al. (2011) suggested the techniques of animal home range analysis might be useful for analyzing ships tracking data, apparently they are rarely if ever applied in maritime engineering.
The derived nautical criteria
Given the recent proliferation of AIS and satellite technologies that enable the collection of high temporal frequency ship tracking data, there is an opportunity to explore ship movements and space-use patterns. However, the ecological criteria related to space-use (e.g. Home Range, Core Area) are intended for the spatial area occupied by an individual animal. While in terms of maritime engineering, PF is a concept that attempts to describe cumulative activity patterns for ship groups. Additionally, existing analysis of Home Range or Core Area generally involve physically delineating the areas based on sample points that record an individual locations over its tracking interval (Downs et al., 2011) . However those point-based techniques were not intended to handle additional information which comes with AIS tracking data (e.g. voyage relevant information). A concerted effort should be taken to identify gaps between ecological knowledge and nautical knowledge, then to integrate ecological knowledge into the quantitative approach for delineating PFs. For this reason, we develop the following novel nautical concepts which are derived from the ecological criteria.
Shipping utilisation distribution (SUD)
. SUD is defined as the two-dimensional relative frequency distribution for the track lines determined by waypoints from all involved ships over a period of time. Such a probabilistic space-use surface could be used to map and quantify the likelihood of strait corridors used by involved vessels group. So SUD is a concept describing the intensity that all involved ships passage certain maritime corridors.
Application nautical range (ANR)
. ANR is defined as the area of certain convenience for sailors with respect to navigational and hydrographical characteristics. Similar to the Home Range for an animal, ANR for sailors using given open water could be delineated as the 95% IV from SUD. So ANR is a concept describing the maximum scope of water areas which suitable for seagoing ships.
Principal fairway (PF)
. PF is subjectively defined as the water areas commonly used by sailors and feature a high traffic volume, while in a quantitative view, we define PF as the area within which the cumulative sailing time for all involved ship groups reaches the maximum. PF is a concept that attempts to provide basic information about cumulative activity patterns for vessels group in a strait and serve as the basis of quantifying space-use patterns. PFs boundaries could be intersected with bathymetric-cover maps in a GIS to identify which corridors are used by seagoing merchant vessels over the course of their tracking period.
Study area and relevant datasets 2.2.1. Study area and observing period
The study area encompasses the western Taiwan Strait and offshore Fujian Province bounded by the latitudes 231N and 281N, longitudes 116.51E and 121.51E, as shown on Fig. 1 . The Taiwan Strait is a typical busy waterway linking Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean rim.
The observing period took place from 1 October 2011 to 30 September 2012. Because the East Asian Monsoon has significant wind effects in the Taiwan Strait, summer in this paper is limited to June to August, during which the southwest monsoon occurs, while winter is bounded from November to January (Chen et al., 2013) .
To make the mixed traffic volume comparable for different fairways and different temporal conditions, an Equivalent Factor (EF) of individual ship based on its variable of Length Over All (LOA) was imported to calculate the mixed traffic volume. As indicated on the top-left corner of Fig. 1 , a ship with its LOA between 50 m and 90 m is selected as a standard unit of EF, while a ship of 246 m LOA and upwards is represented as four standard units of EF. Then for each cell of cell (1 km Â 1 km) of lattice in study area, its variable of Weighted Frequency (WF) is represented by the cumulative EFs of involved transits. Then a density map of mixed traffic volume will be generated by rendering different colour for each cell with respect to its variable of WF.
AIS tracks dataset
The China Maritime Safety Administration (CMSA) owns a terrestrial AIS network. The original daily log files collected by this system are used to illustrate the proposed PFs extraction method. The dataset covers 39,000 vessels over a period of 12 months (from Oct 2011 to Sep 2012). The routes' aggregation was visualised and spatially analysed on ArcGIS software. A density map of merchant ship traffic flows is shown in Fig. 1 , which illustrates that most commercial ships follow some strait corridors with the northeast/southwest directions.
Bathymetric dataset
The raw bathymetric data from the area studied are derived from the gridded elevation datasets on the NOAA GEODAS server with a resolution of 1 0 (Pante and Simon-Bouhet, 2013) . For the water area studied, a 300*300 bathymetric grids can be interpolated from raw bathymetric data.
Method
The proposed quantitative methods for delineating PFs follows a four-step procedure as shown on Fig. 2 : converting raw AIS data to labelled route objects with clustering of waypoints in step 1; filtering out uneconomic routes with a geographic cost function in step 2; retrieving SUD with KDE in step 3; and finally constructing a statistical inference model to delineate PFs based on a nonlinear generalised regression model in step 4.
Extracting transit-passage route
The original ship movement datasets collected by CMSA's terrestrial AIS network were loaded into the ArcGIS Geodatabase. A 6-minute interval is used to resample these raw datasets. It is essential to divide the contiguous sequence of position reports into a set of routes. 533,800 routes were generated by using the ship route extraction method based on preliminary clustering of waypoints (Pallotta et al., 2013) . The term 'route' admits multiple possible definitions. We interpret it here to mean a sequence of position reports from a particular ship, without significant time gaps, which show some level of purposeful motion. For the observing period of 12 months, there are 35,500 transit-passage routes objects. Here transit-passage means involved ship undertakes a continuous and expeditious transit of the Taiwan Strait. Only the transit-passage route objects in summer/winter are used for PFs analysis. We are working on the assumption that those transit-passage ships exclude the handy-size individuals. Thus, 15,200 transit-passage ones are selected as route samples as shown on Table 1 .
Filtering out uneconomic routes
To minimise the uncertainty caused by anomalous tracks and filter out the noisy routes objects with unnecessary sharp turns or twists, we formulated a geographic cost function to evaluate route object's economic performance. It is a common sense that a seaman generally chooses a route with the shortest distance (i.e. Least Geographic Cost). From the perspective of Geographic Information Science, given a specified route of Origin-Destination, the unique Least Cost Path (LCP) can be theoretically generated using the corresponding OriginDestination points. There are various numerical cell-based methods used to calculate LCP constrained by bathymetric and topographic Fig. 2 . The workflow of quantitative method for delineating PFs with a four-step procedure.
obstacles (Appice et al., 2013; Pante and Simon-Bouhet, 2013; Ray, 2005; Tsatcha et al., 2014) .
Given the minimum water depth, Dep min , we can establish a Transition Matrix with n 2 *n 2 elements (for the case of Taiwan Strait, n ¼300) containing the probability of transition from one cell of the Bathymetric Grid to adjacent cells (Pante and SimonBouhet, 2013) . The running time complexity of generating the Transition Matrix is o(n 2 ), and a reasonable value of n to define Bathymetric Grid should be carefully selected. Based on a specific Transition Matrix, the shortest great-circle distance between pairs of Origin-Destination sites, avoiding bathymetric and topographic obstacles, can be calculated, which is noted as D LCP . For the case of the Taiwan Strait, Fig. 3 depicts the corresponding theoretical LCP of typical routes predefined by certain Origin-Destination under the condition of water-depth threshold (i.e. Dep min ¼3 m and Dep min ¼20 m). Theoretical LCP research in the northern part of the study aligns with the real ship traffic density map (Fig. 2) better than the southern the other part does. This discrepancy occurs because seamen prefer the route with less turning waypoints. In this paper, the theoretical LCP with a 20-m water-depth threshold is used as the benchmark for evaluating the geographic cost of route, because this research is intend to identify strait corridors in open water.
A simple geographic cost function of route can be developed as follows:
where D traj is the real length of the specified route D LCP defined by the corresponding Origin-Destination sites.
Because there are many transits of ships sharing the same Origin-Destination elements from Transition Matrix, the efficiency of algorithm for computing Formula (1) can be improved by setting a cache of the adjacency matrix of Origin-Destination. By calculating the Cost of each route object, the uneconomic routes can be identified by tuning a reasonable threshold of Cost.
The uneconomic routes are filtered using Formula (1). Table 2 shows the statistics for the 15,200 transit samples' Geographic Cost to highlight the economic performance of routes in different seasons: First, the Standard Deviation (SD) of northbound traffic was larger than that of southbound traffic for the dispersion of geo-cost for opposing streams of traffic; Second, the economic performance of northbound traffic during the winter was the worst, and that of southbound traffic during the winter was the best. These variables demonstrate that a seasonal effect is significant for opposing streams of traffic, especially in the northbound direction. Such a seasonal effect may be attributed to the fact that the northeast monsoon during winter is stronger than that of the southwest monsoon in summer.
To examine route samples ranked by geo-cost, we used winter values and conducted a spatial correlation analysis of seasonal differences and similarities with ArcGIS software. The analysis resulted in the division of the spatial features of route subsets by quartile from the ranked set of geo-cost. Fig. 4 shows selected route objects with respect to the top and bottom 5% of geo-cost.
The worst economic subset with sharp turns or twists is in the set of geo-costs of the 3rd quartile or above. Most of the turns or twists from the subset occurred in the northern region of the research area, as shown on Fig. 4(left) . Thus, an uneconomic route subset should be filtered out. The other subsets depicted in Fig. 4 (right) were selected as clean routes for delineating the principal fairways.
KDE estimator for the retrieval of SUD
Based on the lined-based kernel density estimator for the retrieval of UD from animal movement tracks (Steiniger and Hunter, 2013) , we applied KDE to estimate the SUD of transitpassage routes. The KDE method begins by centring a bivariate probability function with unit volume, namely a kernel, over each route. A regular grid with a user-defined cell size is then superimposed on route samples. Each line segment l i,i þ 1 (where i¼1,…, n are route-waypoints) of route samples is rasterised individually, and the raster r i,i þ 1 is calculated using the KDE. A probability density estimate is calculated at each grid-cell by summing the overlapping volumes. A two-dimensional probability surface over the entire grid is then generated. Thus the retrieval of SUD is represented by a grid of regular cells so as to measure the hard boundary delineating the edge of polygon containing the area used by transit-passage routes. Namely, the isopleths from SUD delineate different portions of Application Nautical Range (ANR) volumes, as shown on Fig. 5. 
Nonlinear generalised regression model for PFs
Similar to the individual-based quantitative model for delineating Core Area of animal space use (Seaman and Powell, 1996; Vander Wal and Rodgers, 2012), an exponential curve of SUD could be drafted by a statistical inference approach (i.e. Nonlinear generalised regression model), as shown on the left side of Fig. 6 . The SUD area is the coverage of the involved ships' Utilisation Distribution, shown on the right side of Fig. 6 . In other words, given a certain IV of p from SUD, there is a Specific Nautical Range (SNR) representing a unique portion of ANR. So the IV is indicative of the likelihood of the cumulative sailing time for all involved ships in ANR: the greater the volume, the more cumulative sailing time spent. The curve in the left side Fig. 6 is to interpret the relationship between the IV (represented in the x-axe) and the area of its corresponding SNR. For the sake of congruent axes, the area of SNR is standardised proportional to the total area covered by the Application Nautical Range (ANR) and displayed as a percentage, which is called Percent SNR Area. Especially, the IV of p¼0.95 is selected to delineate the ANR. The ratio is obtained as below:
where R psa is the Percent SNR Area, S 0.95 is the area of ANR and S p is the area of SNR. Because SUD is estimated by KDE, the relationship between p and R psa fits an Exponential Regression (ER) equation as below:
where a is the y-intercept, b is the constant of the ER equation, and c is the surplus constant. a, b and c can be calculated using statistical inference procedures. Vander Wal and Rodgers (2012) revealed that there is a unique point at which the slope is equal to 1 that can be found in the monotonically increasing and asymptotically fitted ER curve by differentiation. The superficial mathematical meaning of the unique point is that R psa begins to increase more rapidly than IV. Additionally, there is an underlying nautical significance that the involved ships' sailing time spent in the SNR are maximised relative to their movement on ANR. Therefore, the explicit empirical threshold for delineating PFs can be obtained as below:
Calculate the first derivative of the ER curve and assign the slope of the curve equation a value of 1:
A unique P pf , which determines the contour of PFs, can be solved as follows:
The more closely the result approaches zero, the stronger the spatial heterogeneity of the related sample becomes, which means the corresponding PF is used more heavily.
Application

Examining the directional and seasonal factor for Taiwan Strait's PFs
In order to highlight the seasonal variation between opposing streams of traffic in the western Taiwan Strait, the PFs of ship traffic are extracted from the cleaned routes with the proposed algorithm. Table 3 shows the confidence intervals for the two parameters (i.e. a, b) in the Exponential Regression Model and IV, designating the PFs for each group route subset divided by the direction and season. The results indicate that each subset's IV reasonably fits the exponential curve.
The minimum and maximum IV among the subsets occurred in winter. The PFs of northbound traffic flow in winter shows the strongest convergence, but that of southbound traffic is the most spatially homogeneous. The result shows that the spatial heterogeneity of the PFs is stronger for northbound vessels than southbound ones both in winter and summer. And southbound traffic is more convergent in summer than in winter, whereas northbound traffic shows the opposite trend. To achieve a more accurate assessment of spatiotemporal characteristics for opposing traffic streams. We used ArcGIS to visualise each boundary of the PFs associated with the IV items listed in Table 3 . The result shown in Fig. 7 , presents the extracted principal fairways crossing the Taiwan Strait in northeast/southwest directions. It shows that an extra strait-corridor in offshore regions is used for northbound traffic in winter besides the other commonly used sea-lanes.
Identifying gaps between the extracted PFs and current routing system plan
To Identify gaps between the extracted PFs and current routing system plan, a comparison is made with the China's Coastal Ships Routing System Plan (CCSRSP) issued by CMSA (2011). The current ship routing system plan in the western Taiwan Strait involves recommended coastal routes, Precautionary Areas (PAs) and TSSs on open sea, as shown on Fig. 8 . Recommended coastal routes of CCSRSP are intended for handy-size vessels conducting short sea shipping trips. Precautionary areas (PAs) are specific zones where ships must keep cautious because of frequent crossing traffic. Opposing streams of traffic using open sea routes are managed and controlled by the TSS, which is generally composed of a separation zone, borderline and traffic lane. Because there is an extra corridor in offshore regions derived from the northboundwinter PFs, the layer of CCSRSP is then superimposed on the PFs as shown on Fig. 8 .
Visual comparisons reveal that the validity of our proposed method to a certain degree: first, the offshore regions of the northbound-winter PFs confirm to separation zones of No.4-6 TSSs derived from CCSRSP. Second, the coastal regions of the northboundwinter PFs confirm recommended southbound coastal routes derived from CCSRSP on the south side of Niushan Light (navigation aids).
Furthermore, Fig. 8 also shows the following two gaps between cumulative activity patterns of transit passage ships and current CCSRSP. The first is that the lines linking current No. 2-3 PAs and corresponding TSSs (i.e. No. 1-3 TSSs) deviate from the axis-lines of the extracted PFs. A concerted effort should be taken to further refined routing system of the strait. The second gap lies in that existing recommended coastal routes wriggle their way in an 'S' shape. There are so many sharp turns or twists that they are unsuitable for merchant ships to pass the strait efficiently. This indicates that new routes should be recommended to supplement the current CCSRSP and some PAs.
Discussion
Methods of Home Range or Core Area are routinely applied to analyse movement of wildlife, while the techniques are equally applicable for ship movement tracks. Although the idea of the nonlinear generalised regression approach for delineating core areas of animal space use was already introduced by Vander Wal and Rodgers (2012), and the line-based KDE for the retrieval of UD from animal movement tracks was proposed by Steiniger and Hunter (2013) , the quantitative approach for delineating PFs presented in this manuscript makes a number of potentially important contributions in the field of maritime engineering. First, the nonlinear generalised regression model for delineating PFs provides a rigorous mathematical framework for accurately modelling maritime corridors than cluster-based counterpart (Aarsaether and Moan, 2009; Arguedas et al., 2014a,b; Pallotta et al., 2013; Santos et al., 2012) , as it increases understanding PFs boundaries; In the case of the Taiwan Strait, this research shows a superior ability to delineate strait corridors commonly used by transit-passage merchant ships. Meanwhile, when coupled with current routing system plan, PFs boundaries can be useful to identify gaps between current TSSs and cumulative activity patterns for vessels group derived from real AIS tracks. Such gaps play important roles in giving valuable guidelines and advise of further refined ship routing system in the Taiwan Strait.
Second, the line-based KDE method for geo-visualising changes of shipping space-use patterns over time is also useful. Not only is it easy to implement in existing GIS software packages (e.g. ArcGIS), but geo-visualising shipping space-use patterns under different conditions (e.g. season, direction) are also helpful to view the effect of seasonal and directional factors for maritime corridors. There is no information about the temporal dimension of strait corridors and space-use patterns for traditional TSS analysis (Aydogdu et al., 2012; Johnson, 1973; Szlapczynski, 2013) . While our proposed method is useful not only for mapping the total area (i.e. Application Nautical Range) over the whole observing period, but also for exploring the changes of most intense regions used by involved vessels over a broad time period such as season. In the case of the Taiwan Strait, the probability surface identifies where and when different corridors are used by transit-passage vessels, as well as how those patterns changed over season.
While the proposed quantitative space-use method may offer an innovative framework for strait corridors identification from mass ship movement tracks, there are several practical considerations worth noting. The resulting probabilistic space-use surfaces are sensitive to sampling scheme. This research is intend to delineate PFs of ship passages through a strait and explore changes of PFs over season, thus a preliminary clearing and clustering method are applied to select economic transit-passage routes objects in the period of winter and summer. Such sampling scheme is specified based on prior knowledge (e.g. East Asian Monsoon in the Taiwan Strait). Second, depending on the number of routes derived from ship tracking points, geographical extent of the dataset, and the desired spatial resolution, computing the probabilistic space-use surfaces can be computationally intensive simply because of the large number of kernels required. In this study, spatial resolution was chosen that were smaller than the commonly accepted fairway-width (i.e. 6 nautical miles) for associated open water.
Conclusion
The strait environment remains an open space leads to significant uncertainty in the definition of principal fairways. In this paper, Space-use method, which is available and popular in movement ecology, is adopted to the problem of strait PFs analysis. We put forward a series of novel nautical concepts which are derived from fundamental concepts of space-use in animal ecology, then developed a cross-disciplinary quantitative approach for delineating PFs and validates it with a case study around western Taiwan Strait.
The novelty of PFs concept developed in this paper lies in: it provide basic information about cumulative activity patterns for vessels group in a strait and serve as the basis of quantifying space-use patterns. Based on the rigorous mathematical framework for accurately modelling for Home Range and Core Area, our proposed quantitative approach produces an intuitive interpretation of PFs as a continuous probability density surface (i.e. SUD).
The advantages of the proposed method lie in: First, it provides a rigorous mathematical framework for documenting and analyzing principal fairways boundaries, which could be intersected with bathymetric-cover maps in a GIS. This is useful to identify when and where strait corridors are used by transit-passage vessels, so as to facilitate a more detailed analysis of PFs than existing counterpart. Second, probabilistic space-use surface can be used to map and quantify the likelihood of strait corridors used by transit-passage vessels at specific sailing-direction at given season (e.g. winter or summer), which provide a novel way to geovisualise ship movement over time.
It is arguable for our proposed prototype of geographic cost function which was applied to filter out noisy routes. The essential factors for calculating the cost of route depend on what a noisy route means. A route with unnecessary sharp turns or twists is defined as a noise dataset in this paper. Thus only the variable of distance is taken into consideration in current prototype of geographic cost function. When the definition of a noisy route is based on its fuel consumption, the situation will be more complex. Besides the above factor of distance, another essential oceanographic variables, such as the speed of ship, surface oceanic current/wind field, should be considered to formulate an ideal cost function of route based on its fuel consumption in further research.
There is a proliferation of new satellite based AIS receivers that lead to improve ship tracking data. Our proposed approach can be potentially utilised for numerous studies in maritime transport engineering to answer a broad array of questions. It is argued the proposed method has certain value in maritime risk assessment and waterway planning in a specific strait. Although this research open new avenues in the strait-TSS analysis, our knowledge of why seagoing ships use strait corridors in the ways we observe will only advance by researchers using next generation of nautical traffic model. In order to explore new and innovative questions about the empirical space-use patterns of involved vessels group, the essential conditions of meteorological and oceanographic data (e.g. wind, wave, current) are necessary so as to get a thorough understanding of PFs in future study.
